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ABSTRACT
A fast radiative transfer model to simulate the limb infrared radiances for the Stratospheric Wind
Interferometer for Transp ort Studies (SW IFT) satellite instrument, a Doppler Michelson interferome ter,
has been developed. The model referred to as RT-SWIFT is designed to simulate the four points of the
instrument’s interferogram required to retrieve the wind-induced phase shifts of the spectra in the
vicinity of the 1133.4335(cm -1) ozone line. The development of the model involved the creation of an
accurate line-by-line transmittance/radiance database, selection of suitable predictors for the gases
and, the w ind, planeta ry rotation and satellite velocities , and the c reation of r egress ion coef ficients.
The assessment of the model relies on evaluating the associated accuracy of the derived radiances
and of the recovered the line of sight Doppler wind using a set of atm ospheric states. The preliminary
intensity error levels of the fast radiative transfer model are within 4% for tangent heights in the
20-50km range. The most novel aspect of the model is a representation of the sensitivity to Doppler
wind. The line of sight Doppler wind error level contributions from the current model are within 4-5m/s.
Further investigation would be required to determine the level of impact of optimization on reducing
wind error levels.

INTRODUCTION
With the exception of a sparse global radio-sonde network, there are no direct stratospheric wind
mea surem ents us ed in ass imilation. T he lack of wind m easure men ts is a limiting fa ctor to the q uality
of stratospheric analyses and forecasts, particularly in the tropics. SWIFT is to address these
inadequacies by providing globally distributed stratospheric wind profiles on a daily basis. Figure 1
provides an estimate of the possible impact of SWIFT winds. SWIFT measurements can also be used
to study ch emic al transpo rt and ozo ne fluxe s from co-locate d wind an d ozone mea surem ents.

Figure 1: Reduction of zonal wind component RMS analysis error levels from the assimilation of SWIFT winds.
Zonally averaged RMS error levels are depicted for September from results of 3-D data assimilation OSSEs without
(before) and with (after) use of simulated SWIFT winds conducted using the GEM-BACH model. (Rochon et al, 2008
Fall AGU; see also Lahoz et al, 2005, for additional examples)

In order for the measure ments to be use ful in near real time assimilation, a fast forward radiative
transfer model (henceforth designated RT-SWIFT) is required to simulate the instrument’s response
and must be sufficiently accurate for the assimilation of SWIFT observations to yield positive impact on
the analyses and forecasts. This article discusses the development and testing of RT-SWIFT for
simulating the measured SWIFT four-point interferogram and the subsequent derivation of a Doppler
line-of-sight wind profile.

MEASUREMENT CONCEPT
In order to measure the Doppler shift induced by the atmospheric winds, the emission from an isolated
spectral line is projected through a field-widened Michelson interferometer from which an interferogram
is obtained. Figure 2 is a representative 4-point interferogram of one of 6561 pixels on the detector
array, each of which correspond to a limb view. SWIFT measures the line of sight (LOS) winds in two
direc tions , fore and a ft whic h allow s for a ver tical w ind re cove ry.
For lo w ord er frin ges —s ma ll optic al pat h diff eren ces ( OP D)— a Do ppler shift in duc es an extre me ly
small shift (ie, stretching or compression) of the interferogram, producing a difference with the unshifted interferogram. At larger OPDs this difference of phase shift relative to the un-shifted
interferogram increases.

Figure 2: Four point measurement of a pixel interferogram. Every pixel on the detector array has a similar
interferogram associated with it.

The atmospheric winds introduce a Doppler shift to the atmospheric emission lines in the direction
towards the instrument. The phase shift is related to the OPD, wavenumber and wind speed by
(1)

This shift is very small compared to an interferogram where there are no winds –the zero-wind
interferogram. For a wind of 1m/s and an OPD of 1cm the shift is an undetectable value of
1/265,000th of a fringe. For an OPD of 16cm the shift becomes manageable at 1/16,500th of a fringe.
The final interferogram is a superposition of many interferograms due to various emission lines and
wind s fro m v ariou s poin ts alo ng th e LO S an d is eq uivale nt to th at of a single spec tral line and is
represented as (Shepherd et al, 1993)
(2)
s

Equation 2 can be reform ed as a truncated Fourier series and s olved for M given four measured
points (see fig. 2):
(3)

A more complete description of the instrument can be found in Rahnama et al, 2006.

RADIATIVE TRANSFER
The four me asu rem ent p oints of figu re 2 a re sim ulate d by
(4)

where
Equation 4 can be approximated by
(5)
where +Tk , is the mean transmittance from the k th cell to the satellite and + B k , is the mean Planck
function for the k th cell and the brackets indicate spectral averaging,

Equation 4 is the instrument simulation equation used by a line-by-line model applied in developing the
fast f orwa rd m ode l and e qua tion 5 is the basis of the fast f orwa rd m ode l.

RT-SWIFT
At the onset of the RT-SWIFT development a target upper bound of 1m/s was proposed for the
RT-SW IFT wind error level contribution. For the purposes of this study only the instrument fore-view
and central column of the detector array is considered.

Tran smitta nce M odel, + T(s) ,
The RT -SW IFT trans mitta nce mo del is v ery sim ilar to th at of R T-M IPAS (Bor ma nn et al, 200 5). It is
set on 100 constant p-levels (RTTOV-9, Saunders et al, 2008) of which 33 are defined to be the
tangent pressures (.71mb to 77.2mb) of the limb paths considered, hence 33 models (ie, the same
model with different coefficients) are developed. The vertical distribution of modelled limb paths do not
necessarily coincide with instrument views, but it is assumed that they can be interpolated to actual
views (Turner et al, 2008)
The trans mitta nce of the abso rbing atm osp here is m ode lled us ing th e for mu lation of M cMillin et al.
(1995)

(6)
where fg represents the contributions of the so-called fixed gases.
The tra nsm ittance from a point j on the limb path to the observer can be defined in terms of optical
depth, O j
(7)

The effective optical depth is represented by a regression model for a series of atmospheric cells that
start at the observer and works its way across to the far side of the limb path.
(8)
where the additional terms
and
have been added to account for the change in the optical
depth caused by the LOS satellite and planetary rotational speed, and the LOS atmospheric winds,
resp ective ly.
Each

term in E q(8) is a su m of p redictors ,

, and coe fficients,

, of the form
(9)

The predictors for O 3, H 2O and fg (fixed ga ses) ca n be fou nd in tables 3 and 4 o f Borm ann et al (2 005).
The N 2O predictors are the same as the O 3 predictors with the O 3 volume mixing ratio being replaced
by the N2O counterpart. The fixed gases (constant profiles) consist of the absorbers CH4, SO 2, NH3,
CFC-12 and CFC-22. The coefficients are evaluated assuming a constant satellite and Earth rotational
speed without the addition of th e atm osphe ric wind. Th e coeff icients dep icting the se nsitivity to
atmosphe ric wind are obtained afterwards. The new pred ictors for
and
are listed in table 1.

1

2

3
Table 1: The predictors required to account for the effect of the LOS satellite plus planetary rotational speed,
LOS atmospheric winds,
.
,
and
are defined in Bormann et al (2005).

, and

The regression coefficients for each section of Eq(8) are determined by multiple regression using a
dependent set of 94 atm ospheres (see be low).

Planc k Fun ction, + B(T) ,
The p lanck fu nction is ap proxim ated in a m anner s imilar to tha t describe d by Plane t et al (1988 ).
How ever inste ad of a linea r relat ions hip be twee n tem pera ture a nd ef fectiv e tem pera ture, a cub ic
relationship is used.
(10)

where T eff = a + bT + cT 2 + dT 3. a, b, c, d and

are collectively referred to as the band correction

coefficients.
It was found that a global function over all limb paths resulted in significant errors, but minimal errors
occ urre d (< .1 K ) wh en ea ch lim b pat h wa s co nsid ered indep end ently.

TRAINING AND INDEPENDENT SETS
In ord er to d eterm ine th e RT -SW IFT coef ficien ts an d to e valua te the resu lting re gres sion resu lts, it is
necessary to have two training sets, a dependent set for training (coefficient determination) and an
independent set for testing. Both sets are extracted from a database constructed from the output of
the CM AM-D AS (Po lavarapu et al, 2005) . This da tabase supplies z, p, T, O 3, N 2O, H 2O, CH4, CFC-12
and wind profiles for over 100,000 atmospheres. The SO 2, NH3 and C FC- 22 ar e clim atolo gica l.
A training set of 94 atmospheres was determined by reducing the 100K+ atmospheres using principle
component analysis. Simulated four point interferograms were determined from these atmospheres
using a fast line-by-line radiative transfer model (FLBL, Turner, 1995) for a wide range of satellite and
Earth rotation velocities assuming SWIFT’s response functions for the central column of pixels. The
instrument views (tangent heights) were invariant. In addition the transmittances required for
determining the RT-SW IFT coefficients are also evaluated.
The independent set consists of 250 independent atmospheres randomly extracted from CMAM-DAS
and randomly assigned orbital positions from a set of 104 positions covering 2 orbits assuming a
satellite altitude of 650km (C.S. Haley, York University, Toronto, Canada.). As before, four point
interferograms are simulated for each position via the FLBL.
In addition to simulating on-orbit interferograms it was also necessary to simulate the interferograms
assuming no winds, the zero-wind intensities.

DEPENDENT SET COMPARISON
Figure 5 compares the FLBL simulations with the RT-SWIFT simulations of the training set, ie, the
“FLBL minus RT-SWIFT” residuals. Differences result from only the limitations of the RT-SWIFT
mo del as no ot her e rror s ourc es ha ve be en int rodu ced. A sys tem atic b ias ex ists fo r inten sities but is
minimized after differencing to obtain M. The biases for Ms and Mo are about .02° (1/18,1000 of a
fringe) and their respective standard deviations are about .02°. The wind phase bias is about .005°
with the standard deviation ranging from .04° to .12°. The LOS residual wind biases are less than
.4m/s and the standard deviations range from 1.8m/s to 5.2m/s.

LOS-WIND RETRIEVAL
The previous section gives an estimate of the errors in obtaining the LOS winds (equivalent wind from
all contributing winds along the path), but not an estimate of the LOS winds at each model level. The
simple iterative onion peeling algorithm is applied to obtain the obtain LOS winds for each level
(coincident with the tangent height). It was first used with all the variables taken as known, except the
winds.
Figure 6 compares the LOS wind profiles applied to the FLBL (ie, the true wind profiles) and those
retrieved from onion peeling inversions using RT-SW IFT. The biases are less than .5m/s for altitudes
greater than 28km and less than 1m/s for altitudes greater than 23m/s. The inversion results below
23km are not as reliable and are often accompanied by significant outliers.

Figure 5: The residuals of the training set !, their biases (——) and standard deviations (- - -) for each of the mirror
steps, with wind (left) and without wind (right). The two bottom panels show the residuals of the wind phase (left) and
the Doppler wind (right). Each horizontal band of colour represents a limb path and the thickness of a band indicates
the variability of the tangent heights for each given tangent pressure.

Figure 6: Residuals between the true LOS-wind and the retrieved LOS-wind !. The biases (——) and standard
deviations (——) are shown. The colourations of ! have the same meaning as in figure 5.

O3 and LOS-WIND RETRIEVAL
It is possible to retrieve an ozone profile from the average values of I 1, I2, I3, and I4. As befo re, a
top-down iterative onion peeling algorithm is also used to obtain O 3, this followed by the inversion for
the wind. Here, all variables are known except for O 3 and wind.
Figure 7 compares the true and retrieved O 3 profiles. The biases vary from .5 to -2ppmv (6 to 12%)
above 24km and the standard deviations are less than 1ppmv above 24km. The retrieval for ozone
breaks down below 23km due to the current RT-SWIFT limitations with the imposed maximum num ber
of iterations being reached. Comp aring figure 6 and the right-most box of figure 7, the added errors
due to the O3 retrieval do not noticeably affect the errors above 25km, but become more significant
below where O3 results are not reliable.

Figure 7: On the left, residuals between the true & retrieved O3 profiles and on the right, the residuals between the
true and retrieved LOS wind using the retrieved O3 profile. The biases (——) and standard deviations (——) are
shown. The colourations of ! have the same meaning as in figure 5.

Figure 8 illustrates the lack of effect the O 3 RT-SW IFT error has on LOS-wind retrievals by comparing
individual cases. Figure 8 also illustrates the level of detail captured by the retrievals.

Figure 8: Comparison of the true (——) winds, retrieved winds (——) with true O3 and retrieved winds (——) with
retrieved O3 for a sample of 10 atmospheres chosen from the independent atmosphere set.

CONCLUSION
The inversion results using the RT-SWIFT model generally capture the shapes of the original wind
profiles with LOS wind error contributions at about 3 to 5m/s for altitudes above 24km. If a resultant
5m/s error level from other error sources is assumed, then the total retrieval error levels for SWIFT
could co nceivab ly be in the rang e of 6-8m /s for an e ffective ve rtical resolutio n of 1.5k m at lea st up to
45km. W hile larger than preferred, this is still in the range of the 5-10m/s, the upper limit range for
acceptable wind error levels.
W hile th e cur rent f ast fo rwar d m ode l yields w ind er ror co ntribu tions large r than pref erre d (ie, w ithin
1m/s), its performance suggests that effective fast forward models for Doppler measurements from
instruments such as SWIFT can be devised for use in data assimilation. An investment in model
performance improvements is still warranted, this being most critical for the lower levels.
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